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Legal intelligence
Collate and analyse data from across your  
legal operations and visualise key performance 
indicators in customisable reporting dashboards  
to gain valuable insights.

Legal management
Improve demand management by centralising  
legal request intake and enabling your business  
with self-service document automation.

Outside counsel management
Easily collaborate and communicate with  
external lawyers from anywhere, on any device,  
in one enterprise collaboration solution.

Knowledge sharing
Free information from knowledge silos and deliver 
valuable legal expertise and awareness to your  
team and business through portals, blogs and  
shared workspaces.

Contract management
Increase the velocity of contract workflows by 
simplifying approvals, tracking milestones,  
managing renewals, collecting eSignatures and 
analysing metrics.

Financial oversight
Standardise financial reporting from your outside 
counsel and create structured and dynamic solutions 
to manage and track budgets.

Document and matter management
Centralise matter information and collaboration  
with matter trackers, document management,  
secure file sharing and agile task management.

Efficient collaboration
Enable your legal team to collaborate and communicate 
efficiently across legal functions, offices and time 
zones and reduce reliance on email.
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Full of enterprise-grade features
The secure content collaboration platform is packed full of innovative features right out of the box. HighQ is  
a workspace where invited users can securely share information and collaborate on projects. Each HighQ 
workspace includes Files, Wiki, Blog, Tasks, Events, iSheets and People modules. Other features are integrated 
throughout the application, including activity streams, microblogging, private messaging, commenting, liking, 
notifications, people profiles, search, filters, favorites and tags for a dynamic and engaging experience.

Made for mobility
Regardless of how you access HighQ—desktop,  
tablet or mobile—the responsive design provides  
an optimised experience  on any device.

Private cloud
You decide where to store your data and it stays  
there. We host the platform in our own private  
cloud in seven data centres around the world. 

Simple and fast deployment
Our approach delivers the benefits of rapid 
deployment, frequent upgrades and easy scaling  
with no maintenance headaches.

Powerful toolkit
With a modern API, we can fit into your existing 
infrastructure and integrate with key enterprise 
systems, such as SharePoint, Active Directory  
and SQL Server. 

An amazing user experience
The consumer-grade interface and design, combined 
with enterprise-grade technology, provides a powerful 
and intuitive user experience.

Dedicated instance
We provide you with your own dedicated instance, 
so you get to choose how it’s configured, when you 
upgrade and how it’s branded.

Enterprise-grade security
Built for the enterprise, independently tested and  
ISO 27001 certified so you have the high-grade  
security and control you need for your sensitive data.

Infinite possibilities
The combined benefits of the powerful feature set 
reduce cost, administration and integration overheads 
and simplify your business and technology landscape.

To find out how you can combine secure 
document exchange with the best enterprise 
social collaboration and publishing tools, visit 
legalsolutions.thomsonreuters.co.uk/HighQ.


